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Abstract: This article attempts to study the flow of political news in tweets of four international news agencies: AP, AFP, Reuters and Xinhua, for 7 years from 2010 to 2016. Theoretically, the study takes its roots from the World System Theory of Immanuel Wallerstein. We used the content analysis method and examined the coverage of political news about 15 world countries (five core countries, five semi-periphery and five periphery countries) in 6,746 tweets of international news agencies. We also analyzed the portrayal, retweet rate, favorite rate, and shared portrayal of world system countries. We found that there are significant differences in coverage of political news about the world countries in tweets of international news agencies. Moreover, Traditional hierarchies and structures of political news flow still exist on Twitter. Core countries are covered as well as shared more and positively as compare to the semi-periphery or periphery countries.
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Introduction

How are political events of different countries covered and portrayed by international news agencies? This question remains the focus of political communication scholarship. Scholars have studied the different dynamics and patterns of political news coverage in international news flow...
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The political economy approach of global media often criticizes international news agencies for their selective control of global politics (Wasko, Murdock, & Sousa, 2011). They argue that international news agencies are instrumental in determining the importance of global political events, and also they tend to associate international significance with certain political events of world countries at the expense of other events and countries (Atabek, 1996; Boyd-Barrett, 2008; Giffard & Rivenburgh, 2000). Therefore, the present study aims to find the answer about the coverage of political events in international news.

News agencies are the most important organizations in the field of global news. The powers to propagate both the good and evil agenda reside with the international news agencies (Anatsui & Adekanye, 2014). However, they are considered instrumental in their creation and dissemination of news, and they are mostly promoting Western journalism values (Bielsa, 2008). It is argued that international news agencies often portray the Western world view and distort the image of underdeveloped countries (Ambrogi-Yanson, 2010; Bielsa, 2008; Dergisi, 1996; MacGregor, 2013; Ray & Dutta, 2014; Stover & Anawalt, 1983). Furthermore, the analysis of agency output is also relevant here because it is the basis of the majority of international news. The dominant international news agencies are; The Associated Press (AP), Reuters (Jirik, 2013), Agence France Presse (AFP) and recently, Chinese Xinhua also emerged as the dominant news agency of the world (MacGregor, 2013).

Moreover, social media and the internet have changed the journalism trends of information gathering, production and distribution (Griessner, 2012; Kulshmanov & Ishanova, 2014). Now different news organizations are using Twitter for news sharing and production. Even press release organizations are also using Twitter for their textual, audio, video releases. On the other side, international news agencies always remain a key focus of information flow studies (Ambrogi-Yanson, 2010; Bielsa, 2008; Dergisi, 1996; MacGregor, 2013; Ray & Dutta, 2014; Stover & Anawalt, 1983). With the arrival of modern communication and information technologies, their working is also witnessing remarkable changes in information propagation. Furthermore, in this era of digital journalism, Twitter is gaining popularity day by day for news sharing and consumption. Communicative structures of Twitter (tweets, retweets, following, #hashtags, @replies, and actors) also make the Twitter focus of information flow scholars (Alejandro, 2010; Bruns & Stiegler, 2012; Willis, Fisher, & Lvov, 2015; B. Wu & Shen, 2015; S. Wu, Hofman, Mason, & Watts, 2011). Due to these dynamics and scholarship importance of Twitter, the present study uses Twitter to explore the coverage of political news from the perspective of world-system theory.

**World System Theory and International News**

An American sociologist Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein is credited for the development of the world-systems approach. Wallerstein (1974) defined a world-system based on the extensive
division of labor. He emphasized that there is inequality among the different countries of the world due to the extensive division of labor. He then categorized nations into three categories. 1) core-states: the states where national culture joined the creation of strong state machinery. These states have a strong economy and Cultural status, and autonomy in the world. 2) peripheral-states: the states where the indigenous state is weak. These states vary from their nonexistence, like a colonial situation, to one having a low degree of autonomy like a neo-colonial situation. 3) Semi-peripheral areas stands between the periphery and core states in different dimensions, such as cultural integrity, state machinery strength and complexity of economic activities, etc.

The basic assumption of Wallerstein world system classification is the division of labor. This division of labor further defines the relations and forces of world economic production as a whole. According to Sorinel (2010), all countries of the world can be placed into Wallerstein four categories of core, semi-periphery, periphery and external. Core and periphery categories are most important in these four categories. These are culturally and geographically different. Core regions focused on labor-intensive, and the periphery region on capital-intensive production. The relationship between these two regions is structural. On the other hand, semi-peripheral states act as a mediator between periphery and core. These regions have mix kinds of institutions and activities that exist on core-periphery.

Similarly, Robinson (2007) also elaborated that World System Theory is the production of a capitalist world system, in which the world has divided into three major regions, which based on geographical or hierarchal organized units. The first one is core or highly developed regions of the world. Initially, it comprised of Western Europe and later on, it expanded to include Japan and North America. The second one is the periphery. It comprised of those countries that have been subordinated by force to the core, either its colonialism or other dependencies. It is expanded to include Africa, Latin America, Asia, Eastern Europe and the Middle East. The third one is the semi-periphery, which include those countries or nations that were formerly in the core and are moving down towards the periphery or that were formerly in the periphery and are moving up towards the core. It is argued that values flow from core to semi-periphery, then from semi-periphery to the core. In this way, each category plays a significant role in the international division of labor that replicates this fundamental structure of exploitation and inequality.

According to the Smith and White (1992) fundamental claim of world-system analysis is that international roles, connections and relationships are central independent variables in any pivotal analysis asserting to describe numerous dimensions of growth and development within countries. The world system theory remains the focus of sociological studies (Babones, 2005; el-Ojeili, 2015; Simon, 2011; Sorinel, 2010; Wallerstein, 1974, 2004) and international communication (Blondheim, Segev, & Cabrera, 2015; Chang, 1998; Ejaz & Ahmad, 2011; Golan, 2008; Golan & Himelboim, 2016; Gunaratne, 2001; Guo & Vargo, 2017; Koh, 2012; Letukas & Barnshaw, 2008; Louw, 2009; Wanta & Mikusova, 2010). The present study also focuses on the coverage of political news in tweets of international news agencies. We study the coverage, sharing and portrayal in political news coverage of core, semi-periphery and periphery countries in the tweets of
international news agencies according to the classification by Babones (2005) and Chase-Dunn et al. (2000).

Keeping in view the theoretical perspective of world-system theory and international coverage of political news, the following statements are being hypothesized.

**H1:** There would be significant differences in coverage of political news about Core, Semi-periphery and Periphery countries in tweets of international news agencies.

**H2:** There would be significant differences in the portrayal of political news about Core, Semi-periphery and Periphery countries in tweets of international news agencies.

**H3:** There would be significant differences in the sharing of political news about Core, Semi-periphery and Periphery countries in tweets of international news agencies.

**H4:** There would be significant differences in the shared portrayal of political news about Core, Semi-periphery and Periphery countries in tweets of international news agencies.

**Methods**

We used the content analysis method to study the coverage of political news about the core, periphery and semi-periphery countries. The universe of this study is tweets of AP, AFP, Reuters and Xinhua from January 1, 2010, to December 31, 2016, about world countries. Further, the sample was drawn from world countries and news tweets purposively. Core, periphery and semi-periphery countries were selected on the theoretical foundations of world-system analysis. Firstly, a pilot study of the randomly selected the year 2011 from 2010-16 was conducted to find out the mentions of world countries in tweets of sample international news agencies. Then most mentioned five core countries, five semi-periphery and five periphery countries were selected as sample. We selected 15 countries and categorized them into core, semi-periphery and periphery on the base of previous world system studies (Babones, 2005; Chase-Dunn, Kawano, & Brewer, 2000; H. D. Wu, Groshek, & Elasmar, 2016).

Secondly, to select a sample, Twitter accounts of four international news agencies; the Associated Press (AP) of the United States, Reuters of Britain, Agence France Presse (AFP) of France and Xinhua of China were selected. These news agencies were selected because they completely dominate the international news industry (MacGregor, 2013; Stover & Anawalt, 1983). Furthermore, it is argued that both a short message (tweet) and social interaction (retweet) among users puts Twitter ahead of other sources of news. Therefore, news accounts on Twitter can have more power than traditional news media (Alejandro, 2010). That’s why several communication research studies on social media are taking Twitter accounts of news organization as sample (Armstrong & Gao, 2010; Griessner, 2012; Lotan, Gaffney, & Meyer, 2011; Lotan, Graeff, Ananny, Gaffney, & Pearce, 2011; Willis et al., 2015; B. Wu & Shen, 2015; Yao, Chang, & Campbell, 2015). The tweets were coded for a period of 7 years (from Jan 01, 2010, to Dec 31, 2016). Unit of analysis was the news tweet mentioning the name of any sample country.
Unit of Analysis

Unit of analysis for this study was defined as a tweet of AP, AFP, Reuters and Xinhua, mentioning any sample countries; United States, Libya, Japan, Egypt, China, Iran, United Kingdom, Syrian Arab Republic, Israel, Pakistan, South Korea, Russian Federation, Afghanistan, India, and Turkey. Only English language tweets were coded. Moreover, the only text of the tweets was coded. Images and hyperlinks were not coded nor followed. Only the tweet by the selected accounts was coded. @Replies to the selected tweets were also excluded.

Political News Coverage

Political news in international media is a key focus of political communication scholarship (Baum & Zhukov, 2019; Corduneanu-Huci & Hamilton, 2018; Hanson, 1998; Meadow, 2009; Paterson, 2003; Taylor, 2003; Westcott, 2008). News related to political events, developments and activities of a country has been operationalized as political news for this study. In this study, we coded tweets related to civil-military conflicts, military coups, strikes, protests, civil unrest, processions, elections, political rallies, laws, legislation, bills, political leadership, electoral frauds, rigging, political instability, etc. It was coded as positive if the tweet makes a positive perception of the sample country with reference to democracy & political situation. Conversely, if it makes a negative perception of the sample country, then it was coded as negative in a dyad with the sample country. If it neither makes a positive nor negative perception about the sample country, then it was coded as neutral.

Portrayal @Replies, Retweets and Shared Portrayal

The three categories of portrayal are defined as: Positive, if a tweet creates a positive image of the mentioned country on human perception; neutral, if a tweet creates a neither positive nor negative image of the mentioned country/nation on human perception and negative if a tweet creates a negative image of the mentioned country on human perception. For making grouped level, ordinal data, positive was assigned code +1, and neutral was assigned 0 and negative was assigned -1 code. Hence, the portrayal of the tweet is operationalized as the portrayal of the country.

Replies and comments to the tweets is an important feature of Twitter, which allows Twitter users to comment and give feedback about the specific tweets. In this study, only the replay rate was measured by counting the number of replies to the coded tweet. It does not include the text, graphics, images, or links of @Replies. In Twitter, the most important information spreading feature is retweeting, and news media are the most important information sources due to a large number of followers (B. Wu & Shen, 2015). Therefore, mass media sources play a central role in reaching a large number of audience in any major issue or topics (Cha, Benevenuto, Haddadi, & Gummadi, 2012). The one unique feature of this study is the measurement of retweet rate about the world system countries. Retweet rate determines the information flow and portrayal flow about the countries in the digital world of Twitter. This study only measures the number of
retweets of the coded tweet. It does not include the text or quote of retweets. Favorites is another important feature of Twitter. It enables scholars to measure the likeness of countries and issues by Twitter users. Favorite rate was measured by counting the number of favorites that a coded tweet received about the specific countries and issues and a combination of both.

As it is noted that retweet amplifies the message of international news agencies. Here, in this study, it is argued that if a country is tweeted positively by international news agencies and further it is retweeted more by the followers of these agencies, then the collective impact and shared portrayal of the tweet will also increase in a positive direction. However, if a country is tweeted negatively by an international news agency, and it is more retweeted and favourited by its followers, then it will create a negative shared portrayal of that country. So, we developed a formula to measure shared portrayal as follows.

\[
\text{Shared portrayal} = \text{portrayal} \times (\text{Number of Replies} + \text{Number of Retweets} + \text{number of favorites})
\]

Here portrayal denotes the portrayal of the country, which is valued as +1, 0, and -1. The shared portrayal was calculated by using SPSS and putting variables into the above-defined formula.

Coding

Three coders were selected to code the content. These coders were graduated in Mass Communication & Media Studies & their medium of instruction was English. They were provided three weeks of training about the codebook and coding instructions. Intercoder reliability was obtained 0.82 by Cohen Kappa. Furthermore, the validity of the coding sheet was ensured through expert opinion. Moreover, data from secondary sources was obtained about the countries for seven years, 2010-2016.

Findings and Discussion

This study attempts to study the coverage of political news in tweets of international news agencies about world system countries. We used SPSS and UCInet software to study, analyze and present data. Our findings show that core countries are covered more in tweets of international news agencies as compare to the semi-periphery and peripheral countries (Table 1). However, Table 1 further indicates that there are significant differences in frequencies of political news coverage of four news agencies. AFP and Xinhua cover political news of semi-periphery countries more as compare to the core and periphery countries. On the other hand, AP and Reuter's cover core countries more as compare to the periphery and semi-periphery countries. In this way, findings support us to confirm H1 that there are significant differences in coverage of political news about core, periphery and semi-periphery countries. Our findings contribute in literature of international political news (Baum & Zhukov, 2019; Corduneanu-Huci & Hamilton, 2018; Hanson, 1998; Meadow, 2009; Paterson, 2003; Taylor, 2003; Westcott, 2008). It supports the argument of world-system theory that political news from core countries gained more attention in international coverage of political news (Chang, 1998; Chase-Dunn et al., 2000; el-Ojeili, 2015;
In this way, we contribute to support world-system theory in the context of the digital news era.

Table 1. Coverage of Political News about Core, Semi-Periphery and Periphery Countries in Tweets of International News Agencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News Agency</th>
<th>AFP</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>Reuters</th>
<th>Xinhua</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World System Category</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periphery</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-periphery</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>2182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>1483</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>2647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1364</td>
<td>1168</td>
<td>3395</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>6746</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[x^2=827.76, df=6, p=.01\]

Literature in international news and world system theory argue that international news agencies are instrumental in nature, and mostly they present western or dominant view of international news (Boyd-Barrett, 2008; Corduneanu-Huci & Hamilton, 2018; Stover & Anawalt, 1983). Moreover, it is argued that core countries are covered positively, while the other countries are covered negatively in international news (Chang, 1998; Gunaratne, 2001; Kick et al., 2011). Our findings also indicate these differences in coverage of political news in tweets of international news agencies (Table 2). Table 2 shows that core countries are portrayed positively in tweets of international news agencies, and on the other hand, periphery and semi-periphery countries are covered negatively in news tweets of international news agencies (Table 2). We found significant differences in the portrayal of core, periphery and semi-periphery countries. Hence, findings confirm H2. These findings also support the previous literature and argument off world-system theory (Chang, 1998; Chase-Dunn et al., 2000; El-Ojeili, 2015; Kick et al., 2011; H. D. Wu, 2000).

Further, Table 2 shows that core countries are more liked, retweeted and discussed (commented) as compare to the periphery and semi-periphery countries. We found significant differences in sharing of core, periphery and semi-periphery countries in tweets of international news agencies (Table 2). In this way, our results support the h3 that there are significant differences in sharing of core, periphery and semi-periphery countries. It contributes to world system literature, and our findings imply that not only the international news organizations but also their followers contribute to spreading their pattern of political news coverage. Hence, on the contrary to the argument that new media provides equal opportunities and coverage of political news, we witness the traditional structures and hierarchies of political news on Twitter.

Table 2. Differences in Portrayal, Sharing and Shared Portrayal of Political News about Core, Semi-Periphery and Periphery Countries in Tweets of International News Agencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Portrayal of the Country</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Periphery</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>-.39</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>300.027</td>
<td>.000**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The shared portrayal is the important variable of this study. Here, it is also noted that the shared portrayal of periphery and semi-periphery countries is in a negative direction. On the other hand, it is positive in the case of core countries (Table 2). Therefore, it provides us with support to confirm H4 that there are significant differences in the shared portrayal of political news about the core, periphery and semi-periphery countries. Further, Figure 1 reveals the structure of international coverage of political news about our sample countries. It shows that core countries are near to the positive portrayal and their political news are present positively in tweets from international news agencies. Further, figure 1 indicates that semi-periphery countries are in the central to positive and neutral direction. They are presented positively as well as neutrally in political news tweets of international news agencies. On the other hand, periphery countries are near to the negative attributes, and they are mostly covered negatively in political news coverage of international news agencies (Figure 1). Hence, our findings confirm H4.

**Figure 1**

Network Analysis of Coverage of Political News about Core, Periphery and Semi-periphery Countries in Tweets of International News Agencies
Conclusion

The present study found that there are significant differences in the coverage of political news about world countries. Powerful or developed countries are covered more in the tweets of international news agencies. Moreover, these news agencies also portray their soft image in the digital space. The debate doesn’t end here; the study also concludes that Twitter is not bringing any significant change in the landscape of political news flow on the internet. Traditional hierarchies and structures of political news flow still exist on Twitter. Powerful and developed countries are shared more and positively as compared to underdeveloped or developing countries. Therefore, it is concluded that political communication and international communication scholars should work together to formulate the international communication policy based on the principles of free and fair flow of communication in the digital space.

Limitations and Future Research

Due to the time and budget constraints, present study didn’t consider all the world countries for examining their coverage of political news in tweets of international news agencies. Future studies should be conducted with more sample countries. Future research is also needed on other social media platforms, i.e., Facebook, Google News, Instagram, YouTube etc. Research can also be extended to other international media, i.e., BBC News, Voice of America, Al-Jazeera etc.
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